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Four useful indexes, keyed to the item numbers of the entries, add
further flexibility and utility: (1) an author index, which lists alphabetically
all authors and editors of books and articles; (2) an alphabetical title index;
(3) a unique and extensive (90 pages) subject/name index, which lists alphabetically the names of significant people and things (phrases, concepts,
terms, titles, subjects, etc.) appearing in the annotations-extremely
valuable when looking for published opinions about Machiavelli; (4) an
alphabetical listing of references to Machiavelli's works appearing in the
annotations. Items are cross-referenced when applicable and subdivided
from general to more specific information.
The extensive listing and annotating extends only through 1984.
Items from 1985 through 1988 are much more cursorily collected, and
those from 1986 on are without annotations. This is unfortunate but only
a minor drawback. If the bibliography is thought of as extending only to
1984, with the addition of a few items from 1985 to 1988 as a bonus, then it
will be seen in proper perspective. The compilation has to end somewhere,
and 824 pages can hardly be called inadequate. Within its parameters,
this is a thorough, comprehensive, and highly usable bibliography that
will be welcomed by all students and scholars of the great Florentine for
many years to come.
De Lamar Jensen
Brigham Young University

Circa I492: Art in the Age of Exploration, ed. Jay A. Levenson, Yale
University Press, 1991, 671 pp., ill., $59.95.

This massive, beautifully illustrated book was written as a companion
to an exhibition at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. But
this stunning book is more than an art show catalogue: it is a wide-ranging
survey of art and culture in Europe, Africa, the Near East, Asia, and the
Americas on the eve of Columbus's voyage of 1492. Circa I492: Art in the Age
ofExploration contains 675 color illustrations and more than 500 catalogue
entries.
Although the press advertises this as "the gift book of 1991," it surpasses other editions commemorating the Columbus quincentenary. Circa
I492 reveals astonishing worldwide cultural activity at the time Columbus
began his adventure. New cultural and intellectual currents were developing
side by side with the visual arts in Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Americas.
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His voyage in August 1492 brought these forces into global contact for
the first time.
Two excellent forward essays by Jay A. Levenson and Daniel Boorstin
introduce the reader to the world of 1492. These are followed by thirty more
essays ranging from Richard Kagan's "The Spain of Ferdinand and
Isabella," through F. W. Mote's "China in the Age of Columbus," to
Michael D. Coe's "The Aztec Empire: Realm of the Smoking Mirror."
The book concludes with a superb overview analysis by J. H. Elliott.
Not only does this volume contain some of the best reproductions
of art worldwide, it is also accompanied by easy to use notes, references,
appendages, and lists. Overall, this book is a welcome addition to the
bookshelves of both scholar and nonscholar alike.
Delno West
Northern Arizona University

Timothy Hampton, Writing.from History: The Rhetoric of Exemplarity in
Renaissance Literature, Cornell University Press, 1990, 309 pp., index,
$42.95 (cloth), Sr2.95 (paperback).
Timothy Hampton's Writing.from History: The Rhetoric ofExemplarity
in Renaissance Literature analyzes the central tenet of early Renaissance
humanism, that the historical figures of classical antiquity represent
exemplars of behavior and action for the present. Such a tenet was based
on the idea that history, and more important the refashioning of history
in literature, extended its meaning and relevance beyond the past historical moment, and even beyond its present rhetorical value, to influence
political events and personal conduct. Hampton's book, however, exceeds a
mere explanation or exemplification of this well-known humanist ideology.
Instead he meticulously traces its development, both chronologically and
conceptually, beginning in the second decade of the sixteenth century
when the "veneration of the timeless value of ancient models as patterns
for action'' was opposed by "a sharp awareness of the contingency that
divides modern readers from ancient exemplars" (x).
The book's introduction, "Exemplarity and Interpretation: Reading
in History," surveys the "interpretive and rhetorical problems" issuing
from the "juxtaposition of a figure of ancient virtue, a text in which that
figure is represented, and an ethical system promoting political action"
(3) . It does so knowledgeably utilizing a variety of critical contexts from

